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Prospective Governance and Legal Framework
between the EU and MENA in Renewable
Energy Cooperation
Sanna Elfving*
This article provides an overview of the current stage of development as well as the outlook
for future cooperation in the field of renewable energy between the European Union and
the countries of Middle East and North Africa (MENA). To continue with the progress
achieved in the context of the Mediterranean Solar Plan the MENA region should adopt a
regionally coordinated approach due to the absence of an established institutional and reg-
ulatory framework for trans-regional cooperation. While several studies have highlighted
the competitiveness of electricity produced from renewable energy sources in MENA, gov-
ernments and policy makers in the region should carefully assess their ability to ensure a
sustainable policy framework for the renewables sector and opportunities for trans-region-
al exchanges of electricity. This article proposes that in order to address governance issues
and facilitate the creation of a regional energy market, MENA countries may need to adopt
an intergovernmental instrument such as the Energy Charter Treaty or the International
Energy Charter.
I. Introduction
It has been widely recognised that the abundant re-
sources of renewable energy in the countries of Mid-
dle East andNorthAfrica (MENA) coupledwith their
increasing interest towards renewable energy tech-
nologies as well as the existing European experience
in the field could be used to enhance energy cooper-
ationbetween theEuropeanUnion (EU) andMENA.1
Greater renewable energy cooperation has been on
the agenda of both regions for almost a decade, as
foreseen in the intergovernmental initiative known
as the Mediterranean Solar Plan. Although the Plan
was borne out of the growing European demand for
renewable electricity in 2008 it has become clear that
the Plan would ultimately also be able to meet the
electricity demand by the fast-growing economies of
the MENA region.2 Under this Plan, increased coop-
eration was aimed at providing countries in the
MENA region3 with the opportunity to attract for-
eign investments in renewable energy technologies
and to minimise gaps in their readiness to develop
the necessary infrastructure, including new grid in-
terconnections, enabling MENA countries to trans-
port renewable electricity to Europe.4
The interest in renewable energy and energy de-
mand in the MENA region has been strongly linked
to the prospective EU-MENA energy cooperation,
* Dr Sanna Elfving, Lecturer in Law, School of Law, University of
Bradford. For correspondence: <s.k.elfving@bradford.ac.uk>. The
author would like to thank the anonymous reviewer for their
helpful and insightful comments.
1 Diala Hawila et al, ‘Renewable energy readiness assessment for
North African countries’ (2014) 33 Renewable and Sustainable
Energy Reviews 128 DOI:10.1016/j.rser.2014.01.066.
2 See eg Mediterranean Energy Regulators, ‘Regulations and Invest-
ments: Solutions for the Mediterranean Region (MEDREG Forum,
Barcelona, 26 November 2014) 17 <http://www.medreg-regulators
.org/Portals/_default/Skede/Allegati/Skeda4506-62-2015.5.12/
MedregPAPERS2.pdf?IDUNI=x0zfb4s1l4zqoqmbojp43tbw8255>
accessed 14 September 2015; Bernhard Brand and Thomas Fink,
‘Renewable energy expansion in the MENA region: A review of
concepts and indicators for a transition towards sustainable energy
supply’ (Asia-Africa Sustainable Energy Forum, Oran, 13-14 May
2014) <http://epub.wupperinst.org/frontdoor/index/index/docId/
5421> accessed 1 September 2015.
3 Although in this paper the MENA region is considered as one
region, it can be divided into three geographical areas, namely
North Africa, East Mediterranean and the Gulf States.
4 Hawila et al (n 1).
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particularly in countries suchasLibya, Egypt andMo-
rocco.5 The EU Member States continued interest in
the success of renewable energy deployment in the
North African region has been argued to increase the
chance of success with the implementation of capac-
itybuildingandknowledge transfer strategies.6How-
ever, it has also been noted that any future policies
and deployment strategies must be compatible with
the MENA countries’ overall economic, energy and
environmental plans. Therefore, certain flexibility is
required to accommodate each country’s individual
differences.7 The flexibility called for would certain-
ly fit in the ambit of the Energy Charter Treaty,8
which enables signatories to the Treaty to embark on
a more ambitious reform of their energy markets
with their immediate neighbours, whereas others
could opt for a slower phase of energy market inte-
gration as discussed in Section IV.
A number of existing renewable energy projects
created as part of the Mediterranean Solar Plan
demonstrate that despite numerous concrete chal-
lenges facing MENA in its way to renewable energy
transformation, the region’s countries have contin-
ued interest towards renewable energy technologies.
Several MENA countries have continued to pursue
renewable energy projects despite of the absence of
formal EU-MENA cooperation. For instance, Moroc-
co has adopted ambitious plans for the development
of integrated solar projects based on concentrating
solar power and photovoltaics technologies.9 One of
the first projects under the Moroccan Solar Plan,
which was also viewed as one of the key projects un-
der theMediterranean Solar Plan,10was the 500MW
multi-stage Noor-Ouarzazate concentrating solar
power plant which opened its first phase11 for com-
mercial operations in February 2016. The last two
phases of the construction are expected to be fi-
nalised by 2018.12 The intention of the Moroccan en-
ergy authorities is to strengthen the regional integra-
tion through the creation of Euro-Mediterranean en-
ergy markets and harmonising the country’s energy
legislation with that of the EU.13
Developments are also under way in other coun-
tries. For example, Egypt announced 14 prequalified
bidders of whom several are based in MENA, for a
50 MW concentrating solar power facility in early
2016.14 Additionally, the Algerian government an-
nounced its plans in 2015 to develop 2 GW of con-
centrating solar power by 2030.15 In Israel, commer-
cial operation of 121 MW Ashalim Plot B facility is
expected to start in 2017, and an additional 110 MW
phase is expected to come online in 2018.16 In Saudi
Arabia, integrated solar combined cycle facilities un-
der construction in Duba and Waad Al Shamaal are
intended incorporate 50 MW each of concentrating
solar power technology when they begin operation
in 2017 and 2018.17 Dubai has launched the Mo-
hammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum Solar Park which
is planned to host 5 GW of solar projects.18 Phase I
of theproject sawa 13MWphotovoltaicspowerplant
commissioned in 2013, and in 2014, phase II of the
project involved tender for a 100 MW photovoltaics
5 See eg Jukka Huusko and Juhani Saarinen, ‘Välimereltä löydettiin
jättimäinen kaasukenttä: Egyptistä saattaa tulla kaasunviejä myös
Euroopan markkinoille’ (Helsingin Sanomat, 31 August 2015);
Anonymous, ‘Eni discovers largest known gas field in Mediter-
ranean’ The Guardian (30 August 2015) <http://www.theguardian
.com/business/2015/aug/30/eni-discovers-largest-known
-mediterranean-gas-field> accessed 1 September 2015.
6 Luigi Carafa, Gianleo Frisari and Georgeta Vidican, ‘Electricity
transition in the Middle East and North Africa: A de-risking gover-
nance approach’ (2015) Journal of Cleaner Production
DOI:10.1016/j.jclepro.2015.07.012
7 ibid.
8 Consolidated version of the Energy Charter Treaty of 17 Decem-
ber 1994.
9 The government’s intention is to build five sites with 2000
megawatt (MW) of solar capacity by 2020. See Tarik Kousksou et
al, ‘Renewable energy potential and national policy directions for
sustainable development in Morocco’ (2015) 47 Renewable and
Sustainable Energy Reviews 46 doi:10.1016/j.rser.2015.02.056.
10 See ibid.
11 160 megawatt Noor I parabolic.
12 Another concentrating solar power plant foreseen by the Moroc-
can Solar Plan, Ain Beni Mathar (400 MW), is also currently
supplying electricity to the grid. See eg ‘South Africa starts up first
tower plant; Morocco opens Noor facility’ (CSP Today, 8 February
2016) <http://social.csptoday.com/intelligence-brief/south-africa
-starts-first-tower-plant-morocco-opens-noor-facility> accessed 3
June 2016.
13 Kousksou et al (n 9).
14 See CSP Today (n 12).
15 Algeria Press Service, ‘Algeria to increase capacity of renewable
energy projects to 25,000 MW’ (22 January 2015) <http://www
.aps.dz/en/economy/5774-algeria-to-increase-capacity-of
-renewable-energy-projects-to-25,000-mw> accessed 3 June
2016.
16 REN21, Renewables 2016 Global Status Report (REN21 Secretari-
at) 68.
17 ibid.
18 Moritz Borgmann, ‘Dubai Shatters all Records for Cost of Solar
with Earth’s Largest Solar Power Plant’ (Apricum, 2 May 2016)
<http://www.apricum-group.com/dubai-shatters-records-cost-solar
-earths-largest-solar-power-plant/> accessed 3 May 2016.
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power plant on an independent power producer ba-
sis.19
At the financial level, several investment banks
and investment funds have co-financed large-scale
deployment of solar energy and related transmission
infrastructure projects in the MENA region.20 The
largest shares of renewable energy investment with-
in the region in recent years have been allocated to
a 200MWwindproject in theGulf of El Zayt in Egypt
($490 million) and the 160 MW Ouarzazate-Noor I
solar plant inMorocco ($635million).21Whereas the
Egyptian wind farm was jointly funded by the Euro-
pean Investment Bank and a German development
bank, KfW, the Ouarzazate-Noor I project was fi-
nanced by multiple donors, including a $197 million
concessional loan fromtheCleanTechnologyFund.22
The latter is part of a $750 million investment plan
for five MENA countries, including Egypt, Jordan,
Libya, Morocco, and Tunisia by the Clean Technolo-
gy Fund, in collaboration with the African Develop-
ment Bank and the World Bank.23
This article examines the reasons why existing le-
gal and institutional arrangements are inadequate to
advance renewable energy cooperation between the
EU and MENA, and what alternative legal and insti-
tutional arrangements could be used to enhance fur-
ther cooperation toestablishaviable legal framework
for commercial exchanges of renewable energy in the
period up to 2050. Section II of this article reviews
the existing relevant literature on MENA-EU cooper-
ation, including the technical readiness of theMENA
countries and the prospected feasibility of future
electricity exchanges between the EU and MENA.
Subsequently, section III evaluates the existing legal
framework for regional energy cooperation devel-
oped under EU law and reviews the achievements at-
tained in context of theMediterraneanSolar Planpri-
or to 2013. Section IV looks at the EU as a model for
designing an institutional framework for the MENA
region and weights the policy options available for
further regional cooperation between the EU and
MENA. Section V concludes that in order to contin-
ue with the progress achieved in the scope of the
Mediterranean Solar Plan, the two regions should
aim at establishing a common regulatory framework
which could be facilitated by the adoption of an in-
tergovernmental instrument such as the Energy
Charter Treaty.
II. Review of the Literature
Most existing literature on the EU-MENA energy co-
operation reviewed for this article investigates the
technical readiness of the MENA countries to move
to renewable energy,24 the competitiveness of elec-
tricity produced using renewable energy technolo-
gies in MENA,25 the milestones achieved within the
context of the Mediterranean Solar Plan,26 the role
of regulatory agencies in developing a regional ener-
gy policy27 as well as the conditions for renewable
energy investment.28 To the best of my knowledge,
existing research on the topic of using the Energy
Charter Treaty to facilitate regional electricity mar-
ket integration outside the EU has been undertaken
in the context of Northeast Asia.29 However, no sim-
19 There are further optional stages the project has the potential to
become the largest solar power plant in the world at 800 MW.
20 Clean Technology Fund, ‘MENA CSP Investment Plan’ (June
2014) <https://www-cif.climateinvestmentfunds.org/sites/default/
files/meeting-documents/ctf_13_6_revised_investment_plan_for
_mena_csp_0.pdf> accessed 3 June 2016.
21 ibid.
22 ibid.
23 ibid.
24 See eg Brand and Fink (n 2); Kousksou et al (n 9).
25 See Theocharis Tsoutsos et al, ‘Photovoltaics competitiveness in
Middle East and North Africa countries the European project PV
PARITY’ (2015) 34(3-4) International Journal of Sustainable
Energy 202 DOI:10.1080/14786451.2013.863774; Inga Boie et
al, ‘Opportunities and challenges of high renewable energy
deployment and electricity exchange for North Africa and Europe:
Scenarios for power sector and transmission infrastructure in
2030 and 2050’ (2016) 87 Renewable Energy 130
DOI:10.1016/j.renene.2015.10.008.
26 See eg Emmanuel Bergasse, ‘Euromed Energy Cooperation and
the Mediterranean Solar Plan: A unique opportunity for a fresh
start in a new era?’ CIDOB Barcelona Centre for International
Affairs (17 June 2011).
27 See eg Carlo Cambini and Donata Franzi, ‘Independent regulato-
ry agencies and rules harmonisation for the electricity sector and
renewables in the Mediterranean region’ (2013) 60 Energy Policy
179.
28 See eg Carafa, Frisari and Vidican (n 6); Laura El-Katiri, A
Roadmap for Renewable Energy in the Middle East and North
Africa (Oxford Institute for Energy Studies 2014) <http://www
.oxfordenergy.org/wpcms/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/MEP-6
.pdf> accessed 29 September 2015; Luigi Carafa, ‘Policy and
markets in the MENA: The nexus between governance and
renewable energy finance’ (2015) 69 Energy Procedia 1696 DOI:
10.1016/j.egypro.2015.03.132.
29 See Ernesto Bonafé and Aurore Vanhay, ‘The role of the Energy
Charter Treaty in fostering regional electricity market integration:
Lessons learnt from the EU and implications for Northeast Asia’
(Energy Charter Secretariat 2015) 87.
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ilarwork appears to exist in the field of theEU-MENA
renewable energy cooperation.
Despite the positive outlook for the renewable en-
ergy industry, thus far, the EU-MENA power ex-
changes have been limited to the interconnection be-
tween Spain and Morocco.30 Although electricity in-
terconnections exist also between Turkey andGreece
and Turkey and Bulgaria, and an interconnection be-
tween Tunisia and Italy is under preparation, these
are currently non-operational.31 The existence of in-
terconnections between a small number of EUMem-
ber States and the neighbouring MENA countries,
nevertheless demonstrates that the necessary infra-
structure can be constructed in order to establish a
viable import-export framework for renewable elec-
tricity between the EU and the MENA region. How-
ever, in order to facilitate large scale energy ex-
changes the further cooperation needs to be driven
in a much more coordinated way from both sides of
the Mediterranean. This is because both the EU and
MENA would be required to invest heavily into the
transmission networks in order to integrate two or
more regional supergrids.32 This is clearly a process
which should be given some considerable and care-
ful thought. For instance, although the Moroccan
electricity grid is already well-established and well-
developed compared to many of its MENA neigh-
bours, its conventional electricity grid is incapable of
transferring large amounts of electricity over long
distances.33 Although without regional electricity
trade the Moroccan grid would need little expansion
before 2050, in order to facilitate trans-regional elec-
tricity exports and to integrate the Moroccan grid
with theEuropeanequivalent, the formerwouldneed
to be expanded approximately 1.5-times.34
Currently, all North African countries, with the ex-
ception of Tunisia, have reasonable transmission and
distribution systems which are capable of support-
ing the intermittent nature of renewable energy.35
Projects for trans-Mediterranean interconnections
and the continuing construction of new regional in-
terconnectors between the Maghreb countries36 in-
dicate that the region would be able to serve to trans-
port electricity generated from renewable sources
within the Maghreb countries.37 In recent scenarios,
two interconnectors to Europe - one between Moroc-
co and Portugal and the other between Morocco and
Spain - would be installed using sea cables. Because
the prospective converter stations should be placed
in the regions with highest electricity exchanges,38
logically, the new interconnectionsmay re-use the ex-
isting interconnection between Morocco and Spain
and convert it to DC transmission. In contrast, the re-
maining regionswould be connected through the AC
transmission grid to theHVDCgrid.39 It therefore ap-
pears that particularly Morocco would be the likely
candidate to lead theEU-MENApowerexchangesdue
to its strong position to supply electricity to the EU
in the long-term as well as due to its synchronisation
with the European electricity network through the
existing Morocco-Spain interlink.40 Additionally, for
the future electricity trade it is also important to note
that Morocco’s economy is considered relatively lib-
eral, governed by the law of supply and demand.41
It has been suggested that in order to plan a re-
gional transmission network, local governments in
the MENA region should take into account their op-
portunities and ability to export renewable electrici-
ty to the EU as well as among themselves at an ear-
ly stage.42 For instance, wind power plants should
logically be built at sites with excellent wind condi-
tions, photovoltaic installations should bewidely dis-
tributed in the regions where electricity demand is
high and concentrating solar power plants should be
placed in areas with high direct exposure to solar ra-
diation.43 Evidently, the realisation of the EU-MENA
electricity market integration implies major chal-
lenges at the trans-national, national and local levels,
which are of financial, regulatory and technical na-
ture, ranging from the inability to transmit electric-
ity inbulk for long-distances to the influencesofplan-
30 See Cambini and Franzi (n 27).
31 See Bergasse (n 26).
32 The concept ‘supergrid’ in the EU context is best characterised as
a transmission network ‘facilitating the integration of large-scale
renewable energy and the balancing and transportation of elec-
tricity with the aim of improving the EU internal electricity mar-
ket’. See Bonafé and Vanhay (n 29) para 2.4.3.
33 Kousksou et al (n 9).
34 Boie et al (n 24) para 4.2.3.
35 See Hawila et al (n 1).
36 Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia.
37 Indeed, the Maghreb countries are already electrically intercon-
nected with one another. See eg Hawila et al (n 1).
38 Boie et al (n 24) para 4.2.3.
39 ibid.
40 Hawila et al (n 1).
41 See Kousksou et al (n 9).
42 Boie et al (n 24) para 4.2.3.
43 ibid.
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ning decisions on national transmission grids and lo-
cal supply structures.44 The technical challenges re-
late particularly to optimisation of power plant dis-
patch and the development and efficient operation
of respective transmission grid capacities.45
1. Estimates of Future Renewable
Electricity Exchanges
Despite various uncertain factors relating to the large
scale deployment of renewable energy technologies
inMENAat the timeof thewriting, incremental steps
to energy transition are currently being taken in both
in the EU and the MENA region on the way to 2030
and beyond. Researchers involved in the PV Parity
project have estimated that the cost of electricity pro-
duced by large-scale ground-mounted photovoltaic
systems in several MENA countries is likely to be-
come competitive with the wholesale electricity
prices of some southern EUMember States in the pe-
riod up to 2030.46The project explored the opportu-
nities to provide the necessary support to policymak-
ers in order to ensure a sustainable policy framework
for the photovoltaics sector and as such it aimed to
improve the legal framework for imports of electric-
ity generated from photovoltaics in MENA.47 The
project specifically highlighted the competitiveness
of electricity generated from photovoltaics in North
Africa (Algeria,Morocco, Libya andTunisia) with the
wholesale electricity price in Spain and Italy in the
period up to 2030.48 Similarly, the findings of Tsout-
sos andhis colleagues indicate that solar energy from
the North Africa and Middle East, and specifically
from Egypt, Libya, Jordan, Saudi Arabia and Turkey,
is likely to become competitive in Greece in the same
time period.49
Although such findings are encouraging in the
long term, there still arequestionsover thehigh trans-
port costs, the constructionandgeographical location
of the necessary interconnections and transmission
networks as well as the costs of energy storage in or-
der to facilitate viable electricity exchanges between
MENA and the EU. For instance, although the devel-
opment of storage technologies can be argued to fur-
ther increase the value of renewable energy, renew-
able energy is unlikely to become profitable, if the
costs of energy generation decrease, but at the same
time storage costs remain too high.50 Therefore, the
storage technologies also need further improvement.
The findings of Tsoutsos can be contrasted with
results by Boie and her colleagues who combined
three long-term electricity models to assess the op-
portunities and challenges of inter-regional electric-
ity exchange betweenNorthAfrica andEurope in the
period until 2050.51 The research group predicts that
renewable energy inNorthAfricawould become eco-
nomically viable only after 2030, rather than in the
run up to 2030.52 They argue that the broad deploy-
ment of renewable energy systems in North Africa
and stronger electricity market integration between
this region and the EUwould present substantial op-
portunities for both regions. Furthermore, their find-
ings indicate that wind energy is likely to be one of
the dominant renewable technologies, followed by
photovoltaics and concentrating solar power.53 Al-
though the advantage of solar technologies such as
concentrating solar power is its uninterrupted54
availability without the need for a fossil fuel back-up,
the disadvantages of this technology are the high up-
front costs and high heat storage costs.55 Therefore,
further technology development in this field is need-
ed to reduce the costs.56
III. Existing Legal Framework
This section focusses on the existing legal framework
and governance arrangements to support the EU-
MENA cooperation on renewable energy. A particu-
lar emphasis is placed on the reasons why the exist-
ing governance structures and institutional arrange-
ments are inadequate for further cooperation. Al-
44 ibid.
45 ibid.
46 See Tsoutsos et al (n 25).
47 ibid.
48 Ibid.
49 ibid.
50 See eg William Braff, Joshua Mueller and Jessika Trancik, ‘Value
of storage technologies for wind and solar energy’ (2016) Nature
Climate Change doi:10.1038/nclimate3045.
51 Boie et al (n 24).
52 ibid.
53 ibid.
54 Electricity can be supplied 24 hours-a-day, 7 days-a-week, 365
days-a-year.
55 Carafa (n 28).
56 ibid.
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though there are multiple factors which contribute
to the inability of the current governance structures
to facilitate renewable energy cooperation between
the EU and MENA, one of the most obvious reasons
is the political disagreement among the EUMember
States as to who should finance the necessary infra-
structure investments to facilitate renewable energy
exchanges between the two regions within the scope
of theMediterranean Solar Plan. Despite the fact that
there appeared to be a broad political support for en-
hanced energy integration both in the North African
countries and the EUMember States prior to 2013,57
the Plan and related Strategy Paper58 failed to receive
political endorsement of the Ministerial Conference
of the Union for the Mediterranean on Energy in
2013.59 Although the Plan highlighted the opportu-
nities of stronger inter-regional electricity market in-
tegrationbetweenNorthAfricaandtheEU, thesouth-
ern EU Member States arguably saw the Plan trans-
form them into mere energy transit countries for re-
newable electricity fromNorthAfrica.60Thiswasone
of the major obstacles for the implementation of the
Mediterranean Solar Plan.61
According to others, one of the biggest challenges
facing renewable energy development in the MENA
region is the lack of an appropriate institutional
framework in North Africa.62 This has made the
plans to facilitate the EU-MENA cooperation as un-
attainable.63 However, the situation is not as simple
as it seemssincesomeNortherAfricancountries such
asMorocco alreadyhave a robust institutional frame-
work to support the renewable energy technologies
diffusion process.64 Since a number of institutions,
which govern issues to do with energy and electrici-
ty, exist in North African countries, the problem can
be interpreted to centre on the absence of coordina-
tion and cooperation between these institutions re-
gionally and nationally as well as the institutional
structures of many, but not all North African coun-
tries.65 However, although the established institu-
tional and regulatory frameworks may be currently
inadequate, recent developments appear to be chang-
ing the situation.66
For instance, a rangeofnewgovernance structures
have been established at the national and regional
level to respond to investors’ concerns about signif-
icant investment risks in relation to developing re-
newables in theMENA region.67Despite this, a num-
ber of barriers remain to further growth in the de-
ployment of renewable energy in the region in gen-
eral because although individual MENA countries
undertake limited policy action, investment is con-
centrated in few countries rather than the whole re-
gion.68 Thus far, only a few countries, namely Mo-
rocco and Turkey, have been able to attract signifi-
cant public and private investment.69 Additionally,
investment lags behind at the regional level.70 On a
positive note, the recent years have seen the adop-
tion of laws to set targets for renewable energy
growth at the national level, and some countries
across the MENA region have also enacted new legal
frameworks or institutional structures.71 However,
with the exception of Turkey most MENA countries
lack strong incentives and feed-in-tariffs to promote
renewable technologies.72
The importance of the EU in the MENA region is
undeniable as the EU remains essential for the sta-
bility, security, economicprosperity andeconomic re-
form in a number of countries in the region through
multilateral73 and bilateral relationships74 between
the EU and MENA countries. Several bilateral rela-
tionships have been developed through the Associa-
tion Agreements concluded between mid-1990s and
57 See eg Carafa, Frisari and Vidican (n 6); Kousksou et al (n 9).
58 2010 Mediterranean Solar Plan Strategy Paper is appended to
Bergasse (n 26) app 2.
59 Boie et al (n 24); Kousksou et al (n 9); Carafa, Frisari and Vidican
(n 6).
60 See eg Brand and Fink (n 2).
61 See eg Brand and Fink (n 2).
62 See eg Carafa, Frisari and Vidican (n 6); Kousksou et al (n 9).
63 Boie et al (n 24); Kousksou et al (n 9); Carafa, Frisari and Vidican
(n 6).
64 See Hawila et al (n 1).
65 ibid.
66 ibid.
67 Carafa, Frisari and Vidican (n 6).
68 Carafa (n 28).
69 See Carafa, Frisari and Vidican (n 6) referring to RCREEE 2013.
70 Carafa (n 28).
71 Tsoutsos (n 25); Carafa, Frisari and Vidican (n 6).
72 ibid.
73 Euro-Mediterranean Partnership and Barcelona Process: Union for
the Mediterranean.
74 European Neighbourhood Policy. See eg Michelle Pace, ‘The
European Union, security and the southern dimension’ (2010)
19(3) European Security 431-444
DOI:10.1080/09662839.2010.534462; Ian Anthony, Camille
Grand and Patricia Lewis, Towards a new European security
strategy? Assessing the impact of changes in the global security
environment (European Union 2015) 36-37 <http://www.europarl
.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2015/534989/EXPO
_STU(2015)534989_EN.pdf> accessed 3 May 2016.
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mid-2000s75 which arguably offer an alternative to
the EUmembership. Additionally, relations with the
countries of the Gulf region include a strong connec-
tion through EU-Gulf Cooperation Council, whereas
the relationships with Arab States are more general-
ly enhanced through a strong interaction between
the EU and the League of Arab States.76
The long-term objective of the individual Associ-
ation Agreements is to widen the bilateral coopera-
tion to include, inter alia, trade in services, govern-
ment procurement, competition, intellectual proper-
ty rights, investment protection, and the gradual in-
tegration of the association countries’ economies in-
to the EU singlemarket.77Therefore, a certain degree
of harmonisation of the MENA countries’ policies is
already taking place within the scope of the EU-
MENA cooperation in the context of the Association
Agreements. As such, there is no reason as to why
these agreements couldnot beused to facilitate cross-
border trade in electricity. Since all Association
Agreements are concluded between the EU and each
individual MENA country, their scope is up to the
parties to the Agreement. In fact, it is very likely that
the Association Agreements would have been used
to aid the implementation of the Mediterranean So-
lar Plan since ‘the existing bilateral agreements be-
tween the EU and the individual MENA countries’
are referred to in theMediterranean Solar Plan Strat-
egyPaper78discussed insection1a.However, theEU’s
policy to conclude Association Agreements has also
been criticised for failing to offer strong incentives
to theMENAcountries since theEU'sdiscourseabout
creating a Mediterranean Free Trade Area by 2010
has not granted the MENA countries greater access
to the EU’s internal market.79
1. Progress Achieved in the Context of
the Mediterranean Solar Plan
In order to accommodate renewable energy coopera-
tion between the EU andMENA, prospective cooper-
ation structures already exist at the regional level. In-
deed, in 2008, 43 countries from Europe, the Middle
East andAfrica, including theHeads of State andGov-
ernments of the 27 EUMember States and 16 South-
ern and Eastern Mediterranean countries, launched
an intergovernmental cooperation which endeav-
oured to create a regional strategy for renewable en-
ergy initiative known as the ‘Mediterranean Solar
Plan’.80 The initiative was aimed at developing 20 gi-
gawatts of new installed capacity from renewable en-
ergy in the countries of the Mediterranean region by
2020, togetherwith thenecessaryelectricity transmis-
sion capacity and cross-border interconnections.81
However, as noted above, the Mediterranean So-
lar Plan failed to receive political endorsement in
2013.82 Substantial groundwork had nevertheless
been put into the development of the Plan prior to
this, and in order to support the Plan the Commis-
sion had created a technical assistance project con-
sisting of consultancy companies and electricity en-
terprises.83 The 2010 Strategy Paper created as a re-
sult of this project aimed at establishing key incen-
tives for facilitating the implementation of the Plan
within the scope of Article 9 of Directive 2009/28/EC
(the Renewable Energy Directive)84 which provided
for renewable electricity imports from third coun-
tries in linewithEUpolicies on competition and state
aid under certain conditions.85
a. Action Plan for Renewable Energy Production
and Electricity Transmission
The 2010 Strategy Paper86 foresaw, inter alia, the
adoption of the Action Plan for renewable energy
production and electricity transmission to launch the
first set of renewable energy projects in the MENA
regionbetween2010 and2011.87Thepurpose of these
75 eg Tunisia (1995), Morocco (1996), Palestine (1997), Israel (2000),
Jordan (2002), Egypt (2004), Algeria (2005) and Lebanon (2006).
See eg Anthony, Grand and Lewis (n 74) 37.
76 See Anthony, Grand and Lewis (n 74) 37.
77 ibid.
78 Mediterranean Solar Plan Strategy Paper appended to Bergasse (n
26) app 2, para 3.
79 Pace (n 74).
80 Carafa (n 28).
81 Carafa, Frisari and Vidican (n 6).
82 Boie et al (n 24); Kousksou et al (n 9); Carafa, Frisari and Vidican
(n 6).
83 Known as ‘Paving the way for the Mediterranean Solar Plan’. See
eg Carafa, Frisari and Vidican (n 6).
84 Directive 2009/28/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 23 April 2009 on the promotion of the use of energy
from renewable sources and amending and subsequently repeal-
ing Directives 2001/77/EC and 2003/30/EC [2009] OJ L140/16
(Renewable Energy Directive).
85 2010 Mediterranean Solar Plan Strategy Paper is appended to
Bergasse (n 26) para 3.
86 Bergasse (n 26) app 2.
87 ibid.
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projects was to inform the development of suitable
financialmechanisms, incentives and capacity build-
ing activities for future projects.88 The success of
these pilot projects has been argued to be indicative
of the success of the MENA region’s transformation
to renewable energy because they have a potential to
encourage a wider change in the medium term.89
Therefore, the pilot projects could be argued to have
been one of the critical factors in the success of the
Mediterranean Solar Plan. In the light of their cen-
tral role in the transition to a regionally coordinated
approach, they could also be considered central for
any future cooperation between MENA and the EU
in the short to medium term.90
The Action Plan further envisaged, inter alia, the
development of legal frameworks for the granting of
licences, authorisation of projects, setting of tariffs
as well as the establishment of a viable trans-region-
al import-export framework for renewable electrici-
ty.91 However, since the Mediterranean Solar Plan
was not reinforced at the intergovernmental level, it
is uncertain whether such legal frameworks were ac-
tually developed. This phase nevertheless included
securing and developing adapted financing mecha-
nisms in cooperation with the World Bank, the Eu-
ropean Investment Bank and several bilateral devel-
opmentbanks.92Additionally, it included the involve-
mentofvarious stakeholders, including industry,util-
ity companies, transmission systemoperators, poten-
tial investors, financing institutions and the public
sector.93 Further, the Action Plan was aimed at pro-
viding for anassessmentof existing interconnections
which in turn would have enabled identifying the
main links between the different geographical re-
gions involved in the Mediterranean Solar Plan.94
b. Master Plan for Implementation of the
Mediterranean Solar Plan
Further, the 2010 Strategy Paper foresaw the devel-
opment of a comprehensive political document (the
‘Master Plan’) to address region-specific renewable
energy and energy efficiency issues.95 Building on
the experience gained through the initial phases of
the EU-MENA cooperation, the Master Plan includ-
ed a road map, detailing the phases, activities and a
precise timeline for the implementation of the
Mediterranean Solar Plan in the period until 2020.96
In essence, its aim was to develop ‘dynamic, region-
ally integrated and self-sustainedmarkets for renew-
able energy and energy efficiency technologies’,
strengthen the inter-connections between the elec-
tricity systems of participating countries and thus,
facilitate the deployment of ‘safe, secure, clean, non-
exhaustible, and non-polluting energies’ and lead the
way to increased exchange of renewable electricity
between the EU and MENA.97 Even though the Mas-
ter Plan does not explicitly refer to the objectives of
the Energy Charter Treaty, it seems to mirror the lat-
ter, and specifically Articles 3 and 7(2) of the Treaty
which concern the development of open and com-
petitive international markets for energy and the re-
quirement to facilitate electrical interconnections.98
The Master Plan further dealt with the develop-
ment of an enabling policy and regulatory frame-
works; strengthening a combination of different fi-
nancial support mechanisms allowing for a targeted
reduction of financing costs; upgrading transmission
infrastructure systems; supporting industrial devel-
opment and job creation, and enhancing capacity de-
velopment and knowledge transfer.99 More specifi-
cally, it provided the necessary flexibility for new
projects and developments, and included, inter alia,
the development of a strategy to cover: (a) issues re-
lating to the selection of suitable sites for installations
and interconnections, local industrial capabilities and
renewable energy market development in the
Mediterranean countries; (b) the identification of ex-
isting initiatives for the electricity generation from
88 ibid.
89 Carafa (n 28).
90 See also section IV.
91 Mediterranean Solar Plan Strategy Paper appended to Bergasse (n
26) app 2.
92 ibid.
93 ibid.
94 ibid.
95 Union for the Mediterranean, ‘Mediterranean Solar Plan: Joint
Committee of National Experts discusses Draft of the Master Plan’
(22 February 2013) <http://ufmsecretariat.org/mediterranean-solar
-plan-joint-committee-of-national-experts-discusses-draft-of-the
-master-plan/> accessed 29 June 2016.
96 Mediterranean Solar Plan Strategy Paper appended to Bergasse (n
26) app 2, para 3.
97 Union for the Mediterranean, ‘Mediterranean Solar Plan Master
Plan: Meeting with the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources
of Jordan’ (4 July 2013) <http://ufmsecretariat.org/mediterranean
-solar-plan-master-plan-meeting-with-the-minister-of-energy-and
-mineral-resources-of-jordan/> accessed 29 June 2016.
98 See section IV.
99 Union for the Mediterranean, ‘Mediterranean Solar Plan Master
Plan’ (n 96).
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renewable sources, energy efficiency and potential
synergy measures to enable the best possible use of
such initiatives; (c) legislative and regulatory reforms,
institutional and administrative conditions, aswell as
other relevant infrastructure and electricity sector is-
sues foraphaseddevelopmentof renewable technolo-
gies in the North African countries as well as (d) suit-
able finance mechanisms100 together with the most
cost-effective solutions to ensure private sector in-
volvement in accordance with the existing studies.101
The Master Plan was further aimed at addressing
the existingbilateral agreements between theEUand
the individual MENA countries, the necessary trans-
mission infrastructure in the latter, and the involve-
ment of transmission system operators.102 Based on
this, the Master Plan was supposed to identify spe-
cific electricity grid infrastructure projectswhich ful-
filled two criteria. Firstly, they would have been cru-
cial for the establishment of an effective EU-MENA
framework for renewable electricity exchange, and
secondly, such projects could have been addressed in
the framework of the Trans-European Networks ini-
tiative.103 The initiative is intended to complement
the internalmarket by facilitating the planning of en-
ergy grids at the supranational, rather than national
level. On a whole, the Master Plan would have been
a very comprehensive policy guideline for the imple-
mentation of EU-MENA cooperation in renewable
energy. TheMaster Planwasnevertheless abandoned
as a result of the 2013 ministerial conference.
2. Renewable Energy Directive
2009/28/EC
To a smaller degree international collaboration be-
tween the EU Member States and the MENA region
in the field of renewable energy is already facilitat-
ed by the Renewable Energy Directive which estab-
lishes the legal basis for joint projects concerning
the generation of renewable electricity.104 Article
9(1)105 of the Directive regulates the implementation
of all types of collaborative projects between the EU
Member States and third countries in order to en-
hance the imports of renewable electricity from
countries outside the EU. Additionally, the condi-
tions set out in Articles 9 and 10 of the Directive pro-
vide that electricity imported from a third country
may be taken into account in assessing the compli-
ancewith the overall national energy target of an EU
MemberState.106Suchan incentive is further intend-
ed to encourage renewable energy exchange from
outside the EU. One of the reasons for this is that it
is in the interests of the EU to develop of alternative
supply options for energy is to reduce Member
States’ dependence on Russia.107 Therefore, the re-
newable energy projects with MENA are viewed as
potential viable options for the future security of
supply.
Article 9(3) of theRenewableEnergyDirectivepro-
vides that following an authorisation by theCommis-
sion, electricity generated and consumed outside the
territory of the EU Member States in the context of
the construction of an interconnector can be includ-
ed in the national energy target, if certain conditions
are met. In accordance with Article 9(2), a qualifying
interconnection must be used to export to the EU
electricity generated from renewable energy sources.
Additionally, the construction of a qualifying project
must have commenced by the end of 2016 and the
interconnection must become operational between
2020 and 2022. The joint project must fulfil the cri-
teria in Article 9(2)(b) in that the qualifying electric-
ity must be generated by an installation that has ei-
ther become operational after 25 June 2009 or has
been refurbished after that date. Moreover, the
amount of electricity produced and exported must
not have received support from any other third coun-
try support scheme apart from investment aid grant-
ed to the installation.108 Lastly, under Article 9(3) for
the electricity to be imported from third countries to
qualify for the national energy target of an EUMem-
100 Including appropriate support and import-export schemes,
concessional financing and carbon finance and other innovative
financing schemes.
101 eg Commission, ‘A European strategic energy technology plan
(SET-plan): 'Towards a low carbon future'’ (Communication)
COM/2007/0723 final; Facility for Euro-Mediterranean Investment
and Partnership and European Investment Bank, ‘Study on the
Financing of Renewable Energy Investment in the Southern and
Eastern Mediterranean Region’ (October 2010).
102 Mediterranean Solar Plan Strategy Paper appended to Bergasse (n
26) app 2, para 3.
103 ibid.
104 Tsoutsos et al (n 25).
105 Directive 2009/28/EC, art 9(1): ‘One or more Member States may
cooperate with one or more third countries on all types of joint
projects regarding the production of electricity from renewable
energy sources’.
106 Case C-66/13, Green Network SpA v Autorità per l’energia
elettrica e il gas [2015] 2 CMLR 3, para AG61 (Green Network).
107 See n 5.
108 Directive 2009/28/EC, art 9(2)(c) ‘and the amount of electricity
produced and exported has not received support from a support
scheme of a third country other than investment aid granted to
the installation’.
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ber State, thenewly constructed interconnectormust
be used as soon as it has become operational, and the
quantity of electricity must be less than the quanti-
ty exported to the EU after the interconnector be-
comes operational.
In 2015 the Court of Justice of the EuropeanUnion
held that the transitional provisions in the Renew-
able Energy Directive were justified by the high Eu-
ropean interest in projects being carried out in third
countries such as those falling within the ambit of
the Mediterranean Solar Plan.109 An explicit refer-
ence to the Plan by the Court is remarkable because
the Plan had encountered difficulties at the political
level two years prior to the Court’s decision. The
Court’s approach nevertheless indicates the promo-
tion of renewable energy production in the context
of the Plan is considered an essential objective recog-
nised by the EU,110whether the Plan has received po-
litical endorsement of the EU Member States or not.
As such, this is not surprising, considering the im-
portant part renewable energy continues to play in
the EU energy policy. Indeed, one of the main objec-
tives of the policy is to ensure that energy is ‘afford-
able and competitively priced, environmentally sus-
tainable and secure’111 in line with the EU’s target of
producing 20 percent of energy consumption from
renewable sources by 2020.112 However, throughout
the years the Court has also been accused of judicial
activism,113 specifically in the areas subject to the
principle of free movement. Importantly, the Court
has, indeed, had an instrumental role in, inter alia,
enforcing principles concerning the protection of the
environment.114
Therefore, the Renewable Energy Directive pro-
vides a clear scope for the EU Member States to im-
plement cross-border electricity exchange projects in
a flexible manner under Article 9 and with the ob-
jective of encouraging the imports of renewable en-
ergy from third countries. However, at the time of
writing, none of theMembers States has adopted any
flexible mechanisms under this provision.115 There-
fore, it has been suggested that in order to encour-
age increasing cooperation between the EU and
MENA in this area, itmay not be only theMENAgov-
ernments which need help and support in imple-
menting renewable energy projects. Indeed, Tsout-
sos and his colleagues have argued that the policy-
makers in the EUMember Statesmay need to be pro-
vided with support in form of additional tools and
information about the relevance of renewable elec-
tricity imports from the MENA countries, for in-
stance, under a specific renewable energy project.116
Therefore, the fact that no Member State has used
Article 9 is not due to the lack of interest in renew-
able energy technologies in theMENAor the absence
of investment in renewable energy projects in the
MENA region, but there may be lack of willingness
among the EU Member States to cooperate in the
field. The reasons for this are clearly more complex
than this article has a scope for, but they include, in-
ter alia, political instability in many of theMENA re-
gion’s countries, existing energy markets and infra-
structure, regulatory barriers, financial concerns, ex-
isting tradingconditions,private sector involvement,
lack of international cooperation as well as sociocul-
tural factors, and social and environmental outlooks
in some of the region’s countries.117 In addition, the
practical aspects relating to large energy projects and
renewable energy projects such as regulatory re-
quirements, rules and procedures concerning bid-
ding and procurement, the availability of financial
incentives as well as real estate ownership are likely
to differ in each individual MENA country,118 mak-
ing it difficult for international investors and ener-
gy companies alike to conduct their business in the
region.
109 Green Network (n 106) para AG61.
110 ibid para AG63.
111 Commission, ‘Progress towards completing the Internal Energy
Market’ (Communication) COM (2014) 634 final, para 1.
112 ibid para 2.1 referring to Commission, ‘A policy framework for
climate and energy in the period from 2020 to 2030’ (Communi-
cation) COM (2014) 15 final.
113 See eg Michael Dougan, ‘Judicial Activism or Constitutional
Interaction? Policymaking by the ECJ in the Field of Union Citi-
zenship’ in Hans-Wolfgang Micklitz and Bruno De Witte (eds),
The European Court of Justice and the Autonomy of the Member
States (Intersentia 2012).
114 See eg Case 240/83 Procureur de la République v Association de
défense des brûleurs d'huiles usagées [1985] ECR 00531 (free
movement of goods - waste oils).
115 Tsoutsos et al (n 25).
116 ibid.
117 See eg Brand and Fink (n 2); Walid El-Khattam et al, ‘Establishing
a Regional Mediterranean Electricity Market: Assessment and
Strategy’ (2013) 3(1) European Energy Journal 58, 63 <http://www
.medreg-regulators.org/Portals/_default/Skede/Allegati/Skeda4506
-13-2013.11.20/EEJ_1301_MEDRAG.pdf?IDUNI
=x0zfb4s1l4zqoqmbojp43tbw2198> accessed 14 September
2015.
118 See eg Squire Sanders, ‘The Future for Renewable Energy in the
MENA Region’ <http://www.cleanenergypipeline.com/Resources/
CE/ResearchReports/The%20Future%20for%20Renewable
%20Energy%20in%20the%20MENA%20Region.pdf> accessed
14 September 2015.
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IV. Proposed Governance Arrangements
This section focuses on the alternative legal and in-
stitutional arrangements that are needed to advance
further renewable energy cooperation between the
EU andMENA. Naturally, the closer the energy coop-
eration between different regions the more harmon-
isationof technical standards andenergypolicieswill
be involved. Trans-regional trade in renewable elec-
tricity between the EU and MENA would most like-
ly require more intensive cooperation and coordina-
tion between national energy legislation119 and the
adoption of a legal foundation for a regional energy
market. Such a legal foundation could be facilitated
by the adoption an international instrument such as
the Energy Charter Treaty. Therefore, the MENA
countries must consider whether they are comfort-
able with the adoption of common rules with their
neighbours and create a supranational entity to over-
see their national energy policies and legislation in a
similar way as in the EU.
Although the EU institutional framework is often
taken as a model of successful regional cooperation
in existing studies,120 it is worth noting that region-
al integration and development of regional energy
markets within the EU have not been without their
specific problems. For instance, the creation of fully
integrated single energymarket for the EUhas posed
several challenges, primarily due to the reluctance of
the EU Member States to implement common stan-
dards.121Over the past two decades duringwhich the
Commission has attempted to create an internal en-
ergymarket, someMember States have intermittent-
ly opposed agreement on common rules for market
liberalisation, cross-border electricity trade, and en-
suring consistent treatment of investors.122 The cre-
ation of the internal energy market in the EU is far
from complete since even though the Commission’s
goal was to finalise the process by the end of 2014,
no harmonised market design rules or interconnec-
tion capacity exist between Member States.123 Al-
though it may not be possible to replicate the insti-
tutional framework of the EU in MENA, compelling
arguments exist for the establishment of an entity
such as a ministry, dedicated agency or another pub-
lic authority which would guarantee a consistent ap-
proach towardsa region-wide transition to renewable
energy.124 Further, such an entitywould need to have
a clear function and ability to mobilise the necessary
public and private finance aswell as tomove projects
forward.125Additionally, transitioning to renewables
depends on financial and infrastructural challenges,
which are primarily transnational. As a result, the de-
ployment of renewable energy in the MENA region
cannotbe tackledat thenational level alone.126There-
fore, the governments in the region should pursue
all efforts to further enhance institutional capacity
of their corresponding public authority both at the
technical and financial level.127
There are, indeed, opinions that a transition to re-
newable energy in the whole MENA region is more
likely, if action is taken at the regional governance
level.128 Certainly, if the EU legislative framework is
taken as a benchmark of global energy governance,
one of the advantages relating to the harmonisation
of the EU energy legislation has been the creation of
a supranational body which oversees and initiates
theprocess. Therefore, there also seems tobe a strong
argument for the creation of a supranational regula-
tory authoritywithin theMENA region to coordinate
energy regulation and pushes projects forward re-
gionally.
For this reason, a regional approachshouldbeused
to overcome thenon-political barriers standing in the
way of renewable energy transition across theMENA
region.129 According to Boie and her colleagues,
trans-regional trade in renewable electricity would
require intensifying cooperation and coordination
between national legal frameworks in the MENA
countries. In the long term, increased cooperation
wouldprobably result in aharmonised renewable en-
ergy policy for the wider EU-MENA region.130 How-
ever, to facilitate further cooperation, major develop-
ments would be required also in terms of electricity
119 Boie et al (n 25) para 4.2.3.
120 For a discussion in the context of regional energy cooperation in
Northeast Asia, see Bonafé and Vanhay (n 29).
121 Kousksou et al (n 9).
122 Bonafé and Vanhay (n 29).
123 See eg Martin Gerig and Bernardo Vasconcelos, ‘The EU Energy
Union Strategy: Will It Finally Complete the EU Internal Energy
Market?’ (2015) 3 Renewable Energy Law and Policy Review 183.
124 See Carafa, Frisari and Vidican (n 6).
125 ibid.
126 See Carafa (n 28).
127 See Carafa, Frisari and Vidican (n 6).
128 Carafa (n 28).
129 ibid.
130 Boie et al (n 25) para 4.2.3.
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market design and infrastructure policy both in the
EU and the MENA region.131 Therefore, developing
suitable pathways for a sustainable transformation
of the regulatory frameworksandpolitical conditions
in both regions is best achieved through a continu-
ous political dialogue.132 Additionally, more coordi-
nated renewable energy support could act as a major
driver for directing renewable investments to the
MENA region since it would allow for least cost re-
source allocation of renewable energy potentials.133
Since regional integration would be expected to in-
crease trade in electricity between neighbouring
countries, as such, a system of supra-national region-
al planning and strategieswould also benecessary.134
Experience from the EU demonstrates that just as
important as the establishment of a supranational
entity is, the creation of independent and impartial
national regulatory authorities is also significant in
reforming national electricity markets.135 The reluc-
tance of EU Member States to adhere to common
standards to create an internal energymarket for the
EU has demonstrated that achieving regional inte-
gration poses several challenges, including the need
for consistent political agreement, a degree of regu-
latoryharmonisation, and financingandbuilding the
necessary interconnection infrastructure.136 Accord-
ing to Bonafé andVanhay, the national regulatory au-
thorities137 have had an important role in ensuring
the development of the common electricity market
within the EU, the observation of the EU principles
on market integration, and in adopting a collabora-
tive approach to common problems.138 Therefore,
there is no reason why the implementation of the fu-
ture regulatory framework in theMENAregion could
not be the responsibility of national authorities, pro-
vided that they adopt a regionally coordinated ap-
proach.
A strong regional coordination of infrastructure
planning appears to be critical for the creation of a
regional supergrid both in the EU and MENA.139
Thereby, grid regulation and electricitymarket devel-
opment would need to be coordinated not only at the
national level, but alsobetween theEUandMENA.140
As such, much stronger cooperation than what has
existed to date is necessary for the cross-border ex-
changes in renewable energy to become reality be-
tween MENA and the EU. Realistically, there are on-
ly two policy options for the future EU-MENA coop-
eration. Whereas in the short term, the MENA coun-
tries may be more willing to adopt policy options
which require minimum harmonisation, increased
energy cooperation makes harmonisation necessary
in the long term.
1. Short Term Policy Options (until 2030)
As noted in section II, large scale electricity ex-
changes between the EU and the MENA region have
been estimated to become economically feasible on-
ly after 2030. Indeed, according to Boie and her col-
leagues, the total net electricity exchange between
North Africa and the EU is likely to be moderate in
short or medium term.141 In order to facilitate fur-
ther progress in this field, a continuous evolution of
the current framework for cooperation, which builds
on the progress achieved towards renewable energy
transition in the MENA region in the programme
plans of the Mediterranean Solar Plan, appears to be
the most appropriate,142 despite the EU’s failure to
cooperatepolitically in thecontextof theprogramme.
In the long-term, the net electricity exchange be-
tween the EU and MENA could contribute a signifi-
cant share of the EU electricity consumption which
in turn would call for a more harmonised approach
to support renewable energy cooperation.143 There-
fore, in the short ormedium term, themost likely op-
tion for the MENA countries is to take a regionally
coordinated policy action which would be realised
gradually through technical cooperation and mutual
learning.144 Such an approach would require initia-
131 ibid.
132 ibid.
133 Boie et al (n 25) para 4.2.3.
134 Kousksou et al (n 9).
135 See eg Cambini and Franzi (n 26); Bonafé and Vanhay (n 29) para
2.1.4.
136 Kousksou et al (n 9).
137 Directive 2009/72/EC concerning common rules for the internal
market in electricity and repealing Directive 2003/54/EC [2009]
OJ L 211/55, art 8(5) requires EU Member States to designate
competent authorities which are tasked with the monitoring of the
national electricity market to ensure its effective and transparent
functioning.
138 Bonafé and Vanhay (n 29) para 2.1.4.
139 Boie et al (n 25) para 4.2.3.
140 ibid.
141 20-40 TWh/a in 2030. See Boie et al (n 25) para 4.2.3.
142 Boie et al (n 25) para 4.2.3.
143 ibid.
144 Carafa (n 28).
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tion of pilot projects utilising renewable energy
which would be protected from the dominant fossil
fuel-electricity production regime to reduce substan-
tial distortions in electricitymarkets in the region.145
Indeed, a sustained and strong support is required
by the MENA governments not only to promote in-
vestment in renewable energy technologies, but also
to minimise heavy fossil fuel subsidies.146
The reasoning behind this is that the successful
pilot projects have a potential to encourage a wider
transformation in the medium term.147As discussed
in the introduction, several renewable energy
projects have already been initiated in a number of
MENA countries. However, turning the pilot projects
into more a sustainable transition to renewable en-
ergy in the region would require the establishment
of monitoring and benchmarking systems in order
to enable participating countries to be informed of
the progress within the projects.148 Additionally, for
the pilot projects, particularly concentrating solar
power, to become profitable, the MENA countries
need concessional finance and the opportunities to
export renewable electricity to the European mar-
kets.149 This is because while the export of electrici-
ty generated from concentrating solar power is fea-
sible from a technological point of view, the produc-
tion and transport are very costly.150 Therefore, a re-
gion-wide energy transition in the short term can be
argued to be largely dependent on successful pilot
projects.151
It has been further suggested that because techni-
cal cooperationprojects have alreadymade an impor-
tant progress in terms of the development and en-
hancement of technical capacities in the MENA re-
gion, the EU-MENA cooperation could be re-orientat-
ed to country specific technical and financial assis-
tance.152 This would take place in the form of infor-
mation networks which aim at facilitating the ex-
change of technical knowledge, best practices, and
mutual learning.153 Additionally, bilateral forms of
technical assistance at the EU level,154 which were
initially devised to facilitate regulatory harmonisa-
tion, convergence and institution-building in acces-
sion countries have been extended to other third
countries under the European Neighbourhood Poli-
cy.155 As such there is no reason why these forms of
cooperation could not benefit the individual MENA
countries. Although specific activities in the energy
sector in the context of the EuropeanNeighbourhood
Policy have remained limited and for the most part
they have been directed toUkraine,156 there is no rea-
son why they could not be relevant in the context of
the EU-MENA renewable energy cooperation.
2. Long Term Policy Options (between
2030 and 2050)
It has been suggested that the EU-MENA long term
policy action should take place throughmechanisms
of cooperation which would aim at the progressive
harmonisation of technical standards.157 It appears
that currently the harmonisation of standards is the
least-likelypolicyoptionbecauseofpoliticaldisagree-
ment amongEUMember States as to how far the cur-
rent cooperation shouldgo.However, ultimately such
harmonisation could entail the adoption of a set of
new rules which would provide a legal foundation
for a regional energymarket inMENA.158Since there
are existing legal instruments which could be used
to support the prospective EU-MENA collaboration,
instead of without the need to negotiate a new set of
rules, the founding legal text could be provided by
an existing multilateral treaty. Should the MENA
countries decide to use a legally binding instrument
such as the Energy Charter Treaty, specific parts of
the EU renewable energy acquis could be extended
to the MENA countries in order to harmonise legis-
lation on both sides of the Mediterranean. Addition-
ally, the adoption of the Energy Charter Treatywould
entail adoption of a set of organisational structures
to monitor compliance with commonly agreed rules.
Such policy action would also require the introduc-
145 ibid.
146 See eg Carafa, Frisari and Vidican (n 6); Hawila et al (n 1).
147 Carafa (n 28).
148 ibid.
149 ibid.
150 ibid.
151 ibid.
152 See eg Carafa, Frisari and Vidican (n 6); Carafa (n 28).
153 Carafa, Frisari and Vidican (n 6).
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tion of innovative financing mechanisms which evi-
dently tie together harmonisation of technical stan-
dards and public finance.159Alternatively, theMENA
countries could adopt a legally non-binding instru-
ment such as the International Energy Charter160
which is only a declaration of States’ political inten-
tion to aim at strengthening energy cooperation.161
Whether or not a potential future intergovern-
mental instrument adopted by MENA was legally
binding, it could nevertheless bring the national and
regional energy sectors in both the EU and MENA
closer by enhancing regional cooperation.162 In fact,
the relevance of the Energy Charter Treaty has been
noted widely outside Europe since this Treaty has
been signed by a number of non-European countries.
Additionally, theEUengages inpromoting theTreaty
as amodel for international energy cooperation glob-
ally.163 Article 2 of the Energy Charter Treaty specif-
ically mentions that the purpose of the Treaty is to
promote long-term cooperation in the field of ener-
gy ‘basedoncomplementarities andmutual benefits’.
This clearly suggests that cross-border exchanges of
electricity are aimed at bringing benefits to all signa-
tories to the Treaty. Additionally, there is a clear em-
phasis on creating opportunities for cross-border
trade in electricity since Article 3 emphasises the
Treaty’s aim to develop open and competitive inter-
national markets for energy materials and products.
Further, to enable cross-border exchange of elec-
tricity among signatories to the Treaty, Article 7(1)
stipulates that the contracting parties are to facilitate
the transit of energy materials and products without
distinction to their origin, destinationandownership
and without imposing unreasonable delays, restric-
tions or charges on the goods in transit. Additional-
ly, Article 7(2) requires signatories to cooperate to
modernise facilities used to transport electricity,
adopt measures to mitigate interruptions to energy
supply and facilitate electrical interconnections. In
practice, Article 7(1)-(2) can be interpreted to prevent
the EUMember States from discriminating between
electricity generated in the MENA region and that
generated in the EU. It also appears to necessitate the
Member States to facilitate the entry on the internal
market of electricity generated in MENA through in-
terconnections enacted on their territories, should
the MENA countries become signatories to the Ener-
gy Charter Treaty. No doubt this would prove highly
contentious, but ultimately, this is what the provi-
sions of the Treaty would indicate.
Putting aside the political disagreement as to who
should bear the costs of substantial grid extensions
in Southern Europe in the context of the Mediter-
ranean Solar Plan, the benefit ofMENA countries be-
coming contracting parties to the Energy Charter
Treaty would be that the Treaty could function as an
essential starting point for the MENA countries to
approach common challenges created by their own
regional supergrid. Although the Energy Charter
Treaty is a legally binding instrument, it has been ap-
plauded for its ability to make allowances for condi-
tions and circumstances particular to a specific re-
gion.164 Thus, the ultimate objective and the govern-
ing principle of the Treaty is to create competitive
and efficient markets without imposing market con-
ditions such as market liberalisation, unbundling,
targets for renewable energy sources in the energy
mix, third party access and environmental regula-
tion.165 Additionally, the Treaty does not interfere in
national energy markets and policies.166 Therefore,
specific regions within both the EU as well as MENA
could agree onamore ambitiousmarket reformwith-
in the regional borders within the scope of the
Treaty,167 whereas other signatories could adhere to
a more loose cooperation.
The adoption of the Energy Charter Treaty by the
MENA countries would also provide investors and
other interested parties with legal certainty.168 Legal
certaintybroughtby theadoptionof theTreatywould
be beneficial for investors because it would alleviate
the high capital risk of renewable energy projects in
the MENA region.169 However, the Treaty is unlike-
ly tobe theonly legal instrumentwhich couldbeused
to integrate all aspects of electricity markets of indi-
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vidual MENA countries because investors would re-
quire additional guarantees such as feed-in tariffs to
guarantee profits to renewable energy producers and
reduce the cost of renewable electricity to final con-
sumers.170 As such, promoting renewable technolo-
gies would entail a more active fiscal role by the
MENA governments.171
As an alternative multilateral instrument to the
Energy Charter Treaty, the International Energy
Charter could be appropriate in the context of the fu-
ture EU-MENA cooperation because it can be seen to
provide a set ofminimumprinciples for transnation-
al cooperation in the field of energy among the
MENA countries themselves as well as between
MENA and the EU. One of the advantages of the In-
ternational Energy Charter is that it is legally non-
binding, and therefore, it does not entail obligations
or financial commitments to the countries adopting
it.172 The adoption of the Charter by MENA could
provide a new political momentum to the intergov-
ernmental energy cooperation in the MENA region
as well as with the EU. The first steps towards fur-
ther regional cooperation and the adoption of mini-
mum principles have already been taken by some of
the region’s countries since Israel, Iran and Lebanon
haveadopted theCharter in2015,173 andotherMENA
countries may well sign it in the future. It appears
that the non-binding character of the Chartermay be
more palatable to theMENA countries since current-
ly none of these countries is a contracting party or
active observer to the Energy Charter Treaty.
V. Conclusion
The existing legal instruments such as the Renew-
able Energy Directive could be seen as useful in en-
abling fledgling cooperation between the EU and the
MENA region in relation to individual interconnec-
tion projects. However, there appears to be little po-
litical will among EU Member States to pursue joint
projects with the MENA countries in order to facili-
tate the establishment of a wider and viable import-
export framework for renewable electricity between
these two regions at the moment. Although a num-
ber of North African countries appear to be in a
strong position to supply electricity to the EU in the
long-term, no substantial steps have been taken to fa-
cilitate renewable energy exchanges between the EU
and MENA thus far. There nevertheless appears to
be some willingness to invest into interconnecting
infrastructure to facilitate trans-regional electricity
trade and to integrate regional grids within the
MENA region with the European equivalent.
In order to continue with the progress achieved in
the scope of the Mediterranean Solar Plan prior to
2013 and ultimately facilitate renewable electricity
trade with the EU, the MENA region would need to
adopt a regional approach towards renewable ener-
gy governance. This would arguably require intensi-
fying cooperation and coordination between nation-
al energy legislation which could result in a har-
monised renewable energy policy for the MENA re-
gion. As such, this would probably resemble very
muchof the renewable energyacquis of theEU. Since
major developments are required in terms of renew-
able energy policy, electricity market design and in-
frastructure policy both in regions, further EU-
MENA cooperation requires the adoption of a com-
mon regulatory framework. This could be facilitated
by the adoption of a legally binding instrument such
as the Energy Charter Treaty which would provide a
legal basis for further EU-MENA cooperation and as
such, function as an essential starting point for the
MENA countries to approach common challenges re-
lating to thecreationa regional transmissionnetwork
and transregional trade in electricity.
While the adoption of the Energy Charter Treaty
would also create certainty to investors and other in-
terested parties, it would guarantee certain flexibili-
ty to the MENA countries since it would not require
all countries to participate in an ambitious market
reform within the scope of the Treaty the same way.
Instead, some countries could choose to cooperate
more loosely within the scope of the Treaty. Alterna-
tively, the MENA countries could adopt common
principles such as those laid out in the International
Energy Charter which does not entail obligations or
financial commitments to the signatories. As such,
the non-binding Charter could provide a new incen-
tive for the future EU-MENA energy cooperation as
well as help the two regions to coordinate their infra-
structure planning with view of constructing a re-
gional supergrid.
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